The recently introduced compressed sensing (CS) theory can, potentially, simplify the acquisition process of resource-limited devices by taking advantage of signal sparsity. This paper proposes a perceptual-based compressed video sensing (CVS) strategy that benefits from the human visual perception properties. Two frameworks are proposed, namely, Intraperc-CVS and Inter-perc-CVS. In both frameworks, an efficient perceptualbased weighting strategy is applied for acquisition and recovery. In the Intraperc-CVS scheme, video frames are acquired and recovered separately, while in the Inter-perc-CVS scheme, the frames are recovered jointly to further exploit inter-frame correlation. The proposed perceptual-based frameworks show remarkable performance improvement over the standard CVS.
Introduction
Compressed sensing (CS) [1] is an emerging signal processing theory that enables direct acquisition of signals that exhibit sparsity or compressibility in some orthonormal basis É, with much lower sampling rate than the traditional Nyquist rate. CS has great potential in image/video coding applications for its low complexity e.g. [2, 3] . Standard video coding techniques rely on several properties to improve the compression efficiency. Most notable of these properties is the discriminative perception of the human eye to different frequencies. However, legacy video coding technology relies on high-complexity encoder in transmitting device that serves millions of low-complexity decoders in receiving devices. This is the opposite objective of the CS technology that targets the widely spread cheap multimedia devices such as multimedia sensors. In cheap acquisition devices, the target is simplifying the acquisition/encoding and moving most of the computational load to the receiver side. Nevertheless, the concept of making use of the perceptual properties of the human eye can be applied to the CS operation. In this paper, we propose compressed video sensing (CVS) schemes, for digital communication, in which an efficient static perceptual-based weighting strategy is applied on the frequency components of the video frames.
Background and related work
For a signal x 2 R NÂ1 that can be sparsely or compressibly represented as
the measurement matrix which should be incoherent with É, where R mr ¼ M=N can be defined as the measurement rate. In addition, the sensing matrix A ¼ ÈÉ 2 R MÂN should satisfy restricted isometry property (RIP) [1, 4] . Random basis represents a good selection for measurement matrices because it satisfies incoherence and RIP conditions with any fixed orthonormal basis [4] . Under these conditions, stable and accurate recovery can be achieved via l 1 -min problem defined below [4] :
where Ã is the reconstructed sparse representation and ! 0 is small tolerance.
Then, the recovered signal can be obtained as
If prior information about the signal is available, the performance of the CS can be improved. Authors in [5] proposed an adaptive CVS system that focuses the coding process on an estimated support derived from previously reconstructed frames through feedback from the decoder/receiver to the encoder/transmitter. In that system, the accuracy of support estimate depends mainly on the quality of the previously reconstructed frames. In contrary to [5] , our proposed weighting strategy depends on fixed perceptual-based support estimate and does not require feedback.
Another property widely used in legacy video coding standards is making use of the temporal correlation among consecutive frames. Integrating CS with the recently introduced distributed video coding (DVC) theory [6] enables exploiting inter-frame correlations using simple intra-encoder and joint inter-decoder. Recently, residual-based recovery has proved its efficiency in video coding [7, 8] . In essence, due to the high correlation between successive frames, the sparsity of the residual frames is higher than that of the full frames. We make use of this property by proposing another CVS framework that takes both the perceptual properties and the inter-frame correlation into account.
Proposed perceptual-based compressed video sensing
In this paper, two perceptual-based frameworks are proposed, namely, Intra-perc-CVS 1 and Inter-perc-CVS. In the former framework, the frames are intra-encoded/ intra-decoded. On the other hand, in the second framework, the frames are intraencoded but jointly inter-decoded, utilizing residual-based recovery, to exploit inter-frame correlation while keeping the encoder as simple as possible.
Intra perceptual-based CVS framework (Intra-perc-CVS)
The processing chain of this framework is summarized in Fig. 1a . In this scheme, the frames are acquired and recovered separately. The standard CS measurement matrix and recovery algorithm are modified such that the measurements and recovery are focused on the most perceptually pronounced low-frequency coefficients. The proposed strategy is related to [5] , but with static weighting strategy that exploits the predefined locations of the low-frequency discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients.
LetT & f1; 2; . . . Ng represent the visual support estimate that contains the indices of the low-frequency DCT coefficients in zig-zag scanning order, andT c is its complement. For the sensing operation, a weighting vector w ¼ ½w 1 ; . . . ; w i ; . . . ; w N T 2 R NÂ1 and a weighting matrix W 2 R NÂN are defined, such that:
where 0 ! 1, and, 1 The material in this paper was presented in part at international conference [9] W ¼ DiagðwÞ
ð 3Þ
The perceptually modified measurement matrix is defined as:
where S is the modifying matrix defined as:
The new measurement vector can be represented as:
This can be considered as if we apply the standard measurement matrix È to a new signal for which the sparse representation is weighted as: ¼ W.
At the receiver side, the recovery is done through weighted l 1 -min problem defined as:
where Ã is the reconstructed weighted sparse representation, kk 1;
and w ¼ ½ w 1 ; . . . ; w i ; . . . ; w N T 2 R NÂ1 is the weighting vector defined for the recovery, such that: 
Inter perceptual-based CVS framework (Inter-perc-CVS)
In this scheme, each video sequence is bundled into a number of groups of pictures (GOPs), where each consists of one key-frame and number of non-key frames. Key-frames are acquired with a higher measurement rate (R mrk ) than that of the non-key frames (R mrnk ), because non-key frames are to benefit from joint decoding exploiting inter-frame correlation. At the transmitter, each frame is acquired separately using perceptual-based CS defined in Sect. 3.1. At the receiver, key-frames are decoded separately using perceptual-based recovery defined in Sect. 3.1, following the block diagram in Fig. 1a . Non-key frames are decoded jointly using residual-based recovery as shown in Fig. 1b , where the residual is calculated in the measurement domain.
Let x p represent the predicted non-key frame generated from the previously reconstructed neighboring key-frames. Simple interpolation is used in this paper to generate x p as: are the previous and next neighbor reconstructed key-frames to the current non-key frame, respectively. We propose to acquire similar perceptualbased measurement vector as for non-key frame from its predicted frame as:
whereÈ nk 2 R M nk ÂN is the perceptual measurement matrix for the non-key frame.
M nk is the number of measurements for the non-key frame. Then, the residual measurement vector:ỹ r ¼ỹ nk Àỹ p ; ð11Þ is utilized to recover the residual frame x r using perceptual weighted recovery as in Eq. (7) but replacing the full frames with their corresponding residual frames as:
where Ã r is the reconstructed residual weighted sparse representation. The optimal values of jTj and ω for non-key frames are determined empirically as jTj ¼ 0:85M nk and ! ¼ 0. Then, the reconstructed residual frame can be obtained as
r ¼ É Ã r and the reconstructed non-key frame can be obtained as:
Simulation results
For the simulation, we use the computationally efficient Scrambled Block Hadamard Ensemble (SBHE) as measurement matrix È [10], 2D-DCT as sparsity basis, and Gradient Projection for Sparse Reconstruction (GPSR) in [11] as recovery algorithm. For Inter-perc-CVS, we use GOP size = 2 and R mrk > R mrnk , e.g., for the average R mr ¼ 0:5, R mrk ¼ 0:7 and R mrnk ¼ 0:3 are selected. The proposed frameworks are tested on different publically available test video sequences. We consider here, "Foreman" as a high-motion video sequence and "News" as a low-motion video sequence [12] (100 frames each, CIF resolution 288Â352, Y component).
The proposed frameworks are compared with the standard CVS (Std-CVS) and the adaptive CVS [5] (AdaptCVS). Fig. 2 shows the peak signal-to-noise power ratio (PSNR) with different average measurement rates for different systems.
where MAX I ¼ 255 is the maximum possible pixel value of 8 bits image, and MSE is the mean square error between the original signal and the recovered signal. It can be seen that, perceptual-based frameworks give remarkable improvement over Std-CVS and AdaptCVS. Moreover, Inter-perc-CVS can achieve remarkable gain over Intra-perc-CVS due to the efficient residual-based recovery, especially for lowmotion videos as can be seen from Fig. 2a for "New" sequence. This remarkable performance for low-motion sequence is due to the fact that the predicted version of the non-key frame is more accurate in the case of low-motion videos than the case of high-motion videos. Fig. 3 shows the reconstruction time for different frameworks. For fair comparison, we assume, for all frameworks, that, the transmitter and the receiver are back to back, i.e. the decoder starts the recovery process immediately. It can be seen, for all CS-based systems, that, the higher the measurement rate the lower the reconstruction time. The results also demonstrate that, Std-CVS and AdaptCVS consume the lowest reconstruction time with superior performance for AdaptCVS at lower measurement rates. Intra-perc-CVS consumes the largest reconstruction time. The main reason is the smaller weight factor ! ¼ 0:1 for Intra-perc-CVS compared to ! ¼ 0:5 for AdaptCVS [5] . However, Inter-perc-CVS consumes comparable reconstruction time with Std-CVS and AdaptCVS due to focusing recovery of non-key frames on fewer number of coefficients compared to Intraperc-CVS.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we propose two perceptual-based CVS frameworks. The proposed frameworks proved remarkable performance gain in terms of PSNR over the standard CVS frameworks. Moreover, the Inter-perc-CVS proved remarkable improvements over the Intra-perc-CVS both in the quality and the reconstruction time. For future work, we aim to extend our work to take into consideration the quantization effects on perceptual-based CVS.
